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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an extension to a speciation-based par-
ticle swarm optimizer (SPSO) to improve performance in
dynamic environments. The improved SPSO has adopted
several proven useful techniques. In particular, SPSO is
shown to be able to adapt to a series of dynamic test cases
with varying number of peaks (assuming maximization). In-
spired by the concept of quantum swarms, this paper also
proposes a particle diversification method that promotes
particle diversity within each converged species. Our re-
sults over the moving peaks benchmark test functions sug-
gest that SPSO incorporating this particle diversification
method can greatly improve its adaptability hence optima
tracking performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.1 [Numerical Analysis]: Optimization; F.2.1 [Analysis
of Algorithms and Problem Complexity]: Numerical
Algorithms and Problems

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
Evolutionary Computation, Swarm Intelligence, Optimiza-
tion in Dynamic Environments

1. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world optimization problems are dynamic and

require optimization algorithms capable of adapting to the
changing optima over time. For example, traffic conditions
in a city change dynamically and continuously. What might
be regarded as an optimal route at one time might not be
optimal in the next minute. In contrast to optimization to-
wards a static optimum, in a dynamic environment the goal
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is to track as closely as possible the dynamically changing
optima.

Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are natural candidates for
such problem types, as natural evolution occurs in a continu-
ously changing environment. So it is not surprising that EA
variants have been shown to offer a robust and effective op-
timization approach for solving dynamic optimization prob-
lems [7, 16]. EA’s appeal over other traditional optimization
methods comes from its use of a population of candidate so-
lutions, which enables an EA to maintain useful information
about characteristics of the environment. Particle Swarm
Optimization in many ways similar to EAs, though it is in-
spired by the social behaviours of insects and animals. PSO
has proven to be an effective optimization technique not
only for locating optima in a static environment, but also
for tracking time-varying optima in a dynamic environment
[19, 20, 4].

This paper describes an extension to a speciation-based
PSO (SPSO) proposed in [19], which is largely based on
the idea of a speciation algorithm inspired by the clear-
ing procedure first proposed by Petrowski in [21] and the
Species Conserving GA (SCGA) by Li et al. in [18]. This
speciation algorithm was later incorporated into a PSO al-
gorithm for optimization in both static and dynamic envi-
ronments [19, 20]. This revised SPSO adopts a number of
useful techniques to further improve its tracking ability in a
dynamic environment, including some techniques suggested
in the multi-swarm approach by Blackwell and Branke [4].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the
background information on PSO, related research, and the
motivation of this research. Section 3 describes the improved
SPSO model, including the adopted techniques for tracking
optima in a multimodal dynamic environment. Section 4
describes the experiments conducted, followed by section 5
on experimental setups and section 6 on results. Finally
section 7 gives some general conclusions and directions for
future research.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Particle Swarms
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population-based

optimization methods simulating the social behaviour of in-
sects and animals [17]. PSO has been successfully applied to
dynamic optimization problems [16]. PSO differs from EAs
in the way it manipulates each individual in the population.
Instead of using evolutionary operators such as crossover
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and mutation, PSO modifies each individual’s position in
the search space, �xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xiN), based on its veloc-
ity (ie., the rate of position change), �vi = (vi1, vi2, . . . , viN )
and some best found solutions in the past. In particular,
the velocity �vi is modified at each iteration step by the i-
th particle’s previous best position, ie., the position giving
the best fitness value so far, �pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , piN ), and the
population’s best particle’s position �pg = (pg1, pg2, . . . , pgN ).
At each iteration, the velocity and position of each particle
in the swarm are updated according to the following two
equations [12]:

�vi = χ ∗ (�vi + c1 ∗ rand() ∗ (�pi − �xi) +

c2 ∗ rand() ∗ ( �pgi − �xi)) (1)

�xi = �xi + �vi (2)

where c1 and c2 are two positive constants. rand() is a ran-
dom function returning values in the range [0, 1]. χ is called
the constriction coefficient and it is computed according to:

χ =
2˛

˛
˛2− ϕ−p

ϕ2 − 4ϕ
˛
˛
˛

(3)

where ϕ = c1 + c2, ϕ > 4. χ is used to prevent the particles
from exploring too far away into the search space since χ
always applies a damping effect to the oscillation size of
each particle over time [17, 12].

Two common approaches of choosing �pg are known as
gbest and lbest methods [17]. In a gbest PSO, the position of
each particle in the search space is influenced by the best-fit
particle in the entire population, whereas a lbest PSO only
allows each particle to be influenced by the best-fit particle
chosen from its neighborhood. The lbest PSO with a neigh-
borhood size set to the population size is equivalent to a
gbest PSO.

The SPSO described in this paper adopts a lbest ap-
proach. It uses a speciation algorithm to identify multi-
ple species and their �pg, treating them as separate PSOs.
The SPSO is capable of optimizing simultaneously multiple
static or dynamically changing optima over time [19, 20].

2.2 Related research
Two major issues must be resolved when dealing with dy-

namic problems: detecting that a change in the environment
has actually occurred, and responding appropriately to the
change so that the optima can still be tracked.

One of the early works on using PSO for dynamic opti-
mization was by Eberhart and Shi in [13], where they used
an inertia weight version of PSO to track the optimum of
a 3-dimensional unimodal parabolic function which changes
its maxima every 100 iterations. It was found under certain
circumstances that the PSO’s performance was comparable
or better than that of previously published evolutionary al-
gorithms [1, 2].

For detection, Carlisle and Dozier used a sentry particle
which is randomly chosen at each iteration [10]. The sentry
particle gets evaluated before each iteration and compares
its fitness with its previous fitness value. If the two values
are different, indicating the environment has changed, ie.,
the optimum has moved, then the whole population gets
alerted and several possible responses can then be triggered.
Hu and Eberhart proposed to re-evaluate �pg and a second
best particle to detect if a change has occurred.

Various response strategies have also been proposed. Carlisle
and Dozier proposed to re-evaluate all �pi of all particles when
a change has been detected [11]. If the re-evaluated �pi is less
fit than its current position �xi, then this �pi is replaced by
its associated �xi, because only these two evaluations can
be considered up-to-date. Hu and Eberhart studied the ef-
fects of re-randomizing various proportions of the swarm to
maintain some degree of diversity in order to better track
the optima after a change [14]. However, this approach suf-
fers from possible information loss since the re-randomized
portion of the population does not retain any information
that might be useful from the past iterations.

In order to maintain better particle diversity throughout
a run, Blackwell and Bentley introduced charged swarms
where mutually repelling charged particles orbit a nucleus of
neutral particles (conventional PSO particles) [3]. Whereas
the charged particles allow the swarm to better adapt to
changes in the environment, the neutral particles play the
role of continuing to converge towards the optimum in finer
details.

Inspired by multi-population EA approaches such as the
multinational GA [22] and self-organizing scouts [7], Black-
well and Branke proposed an interacting multi-swarm PSO
as a further improvement to the charged swarms [4]. The
multi-swarm PSO aims at maintaining multiple swarm pop-
ulations on different peaks. Multiple swarms are prevented
from converging to the same optimum by randomizing the
worse of two swarms that come too close. The multi-swarm
PSO also replaces the charged particles by quantum parti-
cles whose position is solely based on a probability function
centered around the swarm attractor. The resulting multi-
quantum swarms outperform charged and standard PSO on
the moving peaks function. This multi-swarm approach is
particularly attractive because of its improved adaptability
in a more complex multimodal dynamic environment where
multiple peaks exist and need to be tracked.

With a similar aim to locate and track multiple peaks
in a dynamic environment, Parrott and Li in [19, 20] pro-
posed a species-based PSO (SPSO) incorporating a specia-
tion algorithm first proposed by Petrowski [21]. The SPSO
uses a local “species seed” which provides the local �pg to
particles whose positions in the search space are within a
user-specified radius of the seed. This encourages swarms
to converge onto multiple local optima instead of a single
global optimum, hence developing multiple sub-populations
in parallel. In addition, the dynamic SPSO uses a parameter
pmax to limit the number of particles allowed in a species
(or swarm), with the excess particles reinitialized at random
positions in the total search space.

In another work, Janson and Middendorf proposed a PSO
using a dynamic and hierarchical neighbourhood structure
[15] to handle dynamic optimization problems. They demon-
strated that such a structure is useful for maintaining some
particle diversity in a dynamic environment.

2.3 Research motivation
If we can assume that changes are only slight in a dy-

namic environment, in other words, the new environment
(after a change) is closely related to the old environment,
it would be beneficial to use knowledge about the previous
search space to help search for the new optimum. In [8] the
benefit of keeping different aspects of the fitness landscape
has been investigated, among others showing that it can be
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Figure 1: Decreasing numbers of species seeds dur-
ing a SPSO simulation run on a problem with 10
peaks.

quite beneficial to maintain knowledge about previous local
optima.

With the above in mind, this paper aims to improve SPSO’s
adaptability in a multimodal dynamic environment so that
the SPSO’s tracking ability can be further enhanced. Since
SPSO uses a speciation algorithm which finds the number of
species and likely the number of existing optima towards the
end of a model run, SPSO is able to identify the peaks and
converge onto these peaks in parallel and adaptively. Fig. 1
shows a typical SPSO simulation run 1, where SPSO starts
with a large number of species seeds, but over iterations this
number decreases to a value close to the number of existing
peaks (if they are found). It is shown below that SPSO is
able to adapt to a series of dynamic test cases with varying
number of peaks. This contrasts to the existing PSO models
(such as the multi-swarm model) that often assume a user-
specified variable for the number of peaks that need to be
tracked. In the case when there is no prior knowledge of
the number of peaks (which is often the case for real-world
problems), using SPSO may be advantageous.

Some proven useful techniques, in particular the concept
of quantum swarms introduced by the multi-swarm approach
[4], can be adopted in SPSO to promote particle diversity
and enable it to better handle the trade-off between conver-
gence and diversity, which is important for effective optima
tracking in a dynamic environment.

3. IMPROVED SPSO
The speciation-based PSO (SPSO) model was developed

based on the notion of species [19]. The definition of species
depends on a parameter rs, which denotes the radius mea-
sured in Euclidean distance from the center of a species to
its boundary. The center of a species, the so-called species
seed, is always the best-fit individual in the species. All par-
ticles that fall within the rs distance from the species seed
are classified as the same species.

3.1 Species seeds as neighborhood bests
The algorithm for determining species seeds, introduced

by Petrowski in [21] and also Li et al. in [18], is adopted here.
By applying this algorithm at each iteration step, different

1on a moving peak scenario2 instance with 10 peaks; see
section 5.1

input : Lsorted - a list of all particles sorted in their
decreasing f(�xi) values

output: S - a list of all dominating particles identified
as species seeds

begin
S = ∅;
while not reaching the end of Lsorted do

Get best unprocessed p ∈ Lsorted;
found← FALSE;
for all s ∈ S do

if d(s, p) ≤ rs then
found← TRUE;
break;

if not found then
let S ← S ∪ {p};

end

Algorithm 1: The algorithm for determining species
seeds according to all f(�xi) values.

species seeds can be identified for multiple species and these
seeds’ �pi can be used as the �pg for different species accord-
ingly. Algorithm 1 summarizes the steps for determining
species seeds.

Algorithm 1 is performed at each iteration step. The al-
gorithm takes as an input Lsorted, a list containing all parti-
cles sorted in decreasing order of their �xi fitness. The species
seed set S is initially set to ∅. All particles’ �xi are checked in
turn (from best to least-fit) against the species seeds found
so far. If a particle does not fall within the radius rs of all
the seeds of S, then this particle will become a new seed and
be added to S. Fig. 2 provides an example to illustrate the
working of this algorithm. In this case, applying the algo-
rithm will identify s1, s2 and s3 as the species seeds. Note
also that if seeds have their radii overlapped (e.g., s2 and
s3 here), the first identified seed (such as s2) will dominate
over those seeds identified later from the list Lsorted. For
example, s2 dominates s3 therefore p should belong to the
species led by s2.

Since a species seed is the best-fit particle’s �xi within a
species, other particles within the same species can be made
to follow the species seed’s �pi as the newly identified neigh-
borhood best (ie., �pg of a lbest PSO). This allows particles
within the same species to be attracted to positions that
make them even fitter. Because species are formed around
different optima in parallel, making species seeds the new
neighborhood bests provides the right guidance for particles
in different species to locate multiple optima.

Since species seeds in S are sorted in the order of decreas-
ing fitness, the more highly fit seeds also have a potentially
larger influence than the less fit seeds. This also helps the
algorithm to locate the global optima before local ones.

Once the species seeds have been identified from the pop-
ulation, we can then allocate each seed’s �pi to be the �pg to
all the particles in the same species at each iteration step.
The speciation-based PSO (SPSO) accommodating the al-
gorithm for determining species seeds described above can
be summarized in Algorithm 2.
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Figure 2: An example of how to determine the
species seeds from a population of particles. s1, s2

and s3 are chosen as the species seeds. Note that p
follows s2.

3.2 Adopted techniques
This section describes several useful techniques incorpo-

rated into the SPSO to enhance its adaptability in a mul-
timodal dynamic environment. Parrott and Li proposed to
use a variable, pmax, to set a maximum number of particles
allowed for a species [20]. Blackwell and Branke introduced
the concepts of quantum particles and anti-convergence in
their multi-swarm approach [5]. In addition to adopting
these known techniques in SPSO, we introduce a new par-
ticle diversification method which can be used to promote
particle diversity within a species according to some local
convergence measurement criteria within the species. This
method can help improve SPSO’s tracking performance in a
dynamic environment.

3.2.1 Limiting the number of particles in a species
The Algorithm 1 favours the species seeds with higher

fitness values, and as a result, more particles are allocated
to species which have a fitter species seed than lower ones.
On a multimodal fitness landscape, this causes too many
particles to be assigned to just a few very best peaks, while
leaving other lower peaks unoccupied. In order to distribute
more evenly the number of particles across different species,
a parameter pmax is used to set a maximum number of par-
ticles that a species is allowed [20]. When the Algorithm
1 is called, only the best pmax particles will be allocated as
members of a species. Lower fitness members that causes the
species population to exceed pmax are reinitialized as neu-
tral (see below) particles at random positions in the search
space, as a side effect increasing the chance of finding other
peaks.

3.2.2 Quantum swarm
In a dynamic environment, convergence to peaks implies

diversity loss. To maintain diversity at a reasonable level
is a critical issue. By maintaining a better diversity, the
optimization algorithm is better equipped to detect if there
are changes occurred and track more effectively the moved
peaks.

In [4], Blackwell and Branke proposed a quantum swarm
model inspired by quantum physics. In this quantum swarm
model, a swarm is made up of “neutral” and “quantum”
particles (see Fig. 3). Neutral particles follow the conven-

//initialization;
for i=1 to popSize do

randomly initialize i-th particle: �vi, �xi;
�pi ← �xi

repeat
for i=1 to popSize do

evaluate f(�xi);
if f(�xi) > f(�pi) then

�pi ← �xi

if change is detected then
�pi ← �xi

1) sort all particles according to their fitness values
(from the best-fit to the least-fit);
2) call the speciation procedure in Algorithm 1 to
identify species seeds;
3) assign each identified species seed’s �pi as the �pg

to all individuals identified in the same species;
4) adjust neutral particle positions according to
equation (1) and (2); or quantum particles
following the quantum particle update rule;
5) check each species to see if the numParticles >
pmax; If so, replace the excess particles with
random particles into the search space;
//model variant;
model variant called.

until numEvals > maxNumEvals;

Algorithm 2: The species based PSO algorithm.

tional PSO movement (see equation (1) and (2)) provid-
ing the convergence that is necessary in finding the peaks,
whereas the quantum particles are positioned as a “cloud”
centered around the �pg, providing a constant level of parti-
cle diversity within a species. In particular, they are posi-
tioned within a hypersphere of radius rcloud (which is user-
specified) centered on �pg according to a uniform shell distri-
bution, p(r, dr) = ρ(r)dr = const, where ρ is a probability
density, r a shell radius, dr a volume element and p a prob-
ability. When a peak moves within the distance from the
�pg, the new peak position is likely to be covered by the
“cloud”, therefore the algorithm will be more likely to find
the changed peak position than otherwise. Both neutral
and quantum particles share the same information network
through �pg over the combined population of all neutral and
quantum particles.2

3.2.3 Replacing the worst species
Blackwell and Branke [5] proposed to use an anti-convergence

method to re-randomize the worst swarm (or species) into
the search space when all species have converged. These ran-
domized particles help explore different parts of the search
space, thereby increasing the likelihood of locating more
peaks.

A similar method is also adopted in SPSO. Let us define
the particle diversity for a species, dp, as the distance of the
species seed to the furthermost particle in the same species
(see Fig. 4). The average particle diversity is the average of
all dp values across all species, which becomes 0 only if all

2In SPSO, �pg is a species seed identified by the speciation
procedure in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 3: An example of a swarm containing both
the neutral and quantum particles. A solid circle
denotes a neutral particle, whereas a hollow circle
denotes a quantum particle. |s| denotes the swarm
size

Figure 4: Measuring particle diversity. a) shows two
species with various seed-to-furthest particle distance
values; b) shows an extreme case where the species
diversity for the two species are 0.0.

species have converged completely (eg., Fig. 4b).
If this average particle diversity is below a threshold Δ,

the anti-convergence method is invoked and the worst species
is replaced by randomized neutral particles.

3.2.4 Particle diversification within a species
Maintaining some local particle diversity around a found

peak is critical for optima tracking. To see if a species has
converged onto a peak, we can check if the particle diversity,
dp, of a species is smaller than a threshold δ. If so, then the
species can be considered as having converged (Fig. 4b). To
regain diversity locally around the converged species seed, all
particles except the species seed in the converged species are
replaced by the same quantity of particles, centered around
the species seed. The species seed will remember the found
peak, whereas the newly generated quantum particles form
a “cloud” to cover the area around the peak (following the
uniform shell distribution as discussed in Section 3.2.2). Af-
ter creation of the cloud, in order to continue to maintain the
species’ ability to converge, half of the particles in the cloud
will be turned into neutral particles while the remaining half
of the particles continue to act as quantum particles. Have
the peak moved within the radius of the cloud, it would be

more likely to be re-located by some of the particles in this
cloud.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The moving peaks benchmark proposed in [6] claims to

cover many of the interesting characteristics of dynamic en-
vironments. It consists of a number of peaks that may vary
their shapes, positions and heights over time. A suboptimal
peak could turn into a global optimal peak and vice versa,
making it necessary to “jump” from one peak to another to
track the optimum. Intuition and experience tell us that one
strategy to ensure good tracking of the global optimum in
such an environment is to maintain species at several peaks
that have been found, whether they are globally or locally
optimal. This strategy has been adopted in all the exper-
iments described in this section. Two sets of experiments
have been carried out, one on studying the adaptability of
SPSO to a series of dynamic test cases with varying number
of peaks, and the 2nd set on examining the effect of applying
the particle diversification method (as described in section
3.2.4) to promote particle diversity within each converged
species.

4.1 Adaptability to varying number of peaks
In the first set of experiments, we are interested in finding

out how SPSO performs on the moving peaks scenario2 (see
section 5.1) with varying number of peaks. SPSO’s ability to
adapt to this variation in dynamic environments is studied.
We set pmax to 10 for each species, since using 10 particles
for a species seems to provide a sufficient level of conver-
gence. A population size of 100 is used for experiments over
a series of scenario2 test instances, which have 3, 5, 8 10, 12,
15, 18, 50, 100, 200, and 500 peaks respectively. A baseline
SPSO model and a SPSO variant incorporating the method
of replacing the worst species (section 3.2.3) are used:

1. BaselineSPSO : this is the baseline SPSO model with
a set maximum number of particles pmax allowed for
each species. The excess particles (over such a limit)
will be replaced by random neutral particles to the
total search space. Since SPSO tends to favour fitter
species seeds over less-fit seeds, the purpose of using
such a pmax is to ensure the particles are more evenly
distributed across different species (even those less-fit
ones).

2. ReplaceWSpecies: similar to the multi-swarm’s anti-
convergence procedure. At each iteration, the SPSO
checks to see if the average particle diversity (see sec-
tion 3.2.3) is below a threshold Δ (set to 0.5 in this
paper). If so, then replaces the worst species with ran-
domly generated particles in the search space. It is ex-
pected that this method only becomes effective when
the model approaches to convergence, hence diversity
becomes lower. By using this method, it is hoped the
redistributed random particles help increase the popu-
lation diversity again, leading to better exploration of
the search space.

4.2 Particle diversification
Maintaining a sufficient level of particle diversity, and han-

dling the trade-off between convergence and diversity during
a run is critical for optima tracking in a dynamic environ-
ment. Quantum particles (see section 3.2.2) are especially
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Table 1: Averaged offline errors (and std. error) on
scenario2 with 10 peaks, when varying pmax.

pmax BSPSO RWS
4 6.75(0.16) 6.80(0.15)
6 3.85(0.10) 3.88(0.12)
8 3.09(0.10) 3.04(0.11)
10 2.96(0.08) 2.92(0.09)
12 3.64(0.14) 3.08(0.12)
14 3.54(0.12) 3.06(0.11)

useful in promoting particle diversity within each species.
After a species converges onto a peak, the goal will change
to tracking the peak, has its position changed. By having
more quantum particles around a peak, the species main-
tains its ability to respond to such changes.

In the 2nd set of experiments, we are interested in study-
ing the effect of using a particle diversification method (see
section 3.2.4) to increase particle diversity within each species
once the species meets a convergence measurement, ie., be-
low the particle diversity threshold δ. In particular, we are
interested in finding out how sensitive the SPSO’s perfor-
mance is with respect to this δ parameter. The details of
the implementation of the particle diversification method in
SPSO (SPSO-PD) is given below.

4.2.1 SPSO-PD
The initial population comprises of neutral particles only.

The quantum particles will be only generated through sub-
stitution of a converged species, after this species is con-
sidered to have converged (ie., its dp value is below the
required δ value). All particles except the species seed in
the converged species are replaced by the same quantity of
quantum particles, which are positioned as a “cloud” cen-
tered around the species seed. These particles are created
within a hypersphere of radius rcloud (which is set to 1.0,
the same value as for the amount of shift s specified for
scenario2). To maintain a good balance between conver-
gence and diversity, 50% of the particles in the quantum
cloud are converted into neutral particles and the remaining
50% continue to function as quantum particles. The �vi of
these neutral particles are set to the seed’s �vi. Note that
a quantum particle’ velocity value does not have any effect
on its future movement. The above setup is also compared
with the situation where no such conversion from quantum
particles is allowed (SPSO-PD*). This comparison will al-
low us see if neutral particles are really effective local hill-
climbers. It is hoped that by providing the species with the
needed diversity while still maintaining its ability to con-
verge, better tracking behaviours can be produced. In this
implementation, we disregard the species containing only a
single particle from the above process. At each iteration, the
population made up of both quantum and neutral particles
will be subject to the clearing procedure (ie., Algorithm 1),
therefore the best among both neutral and quantum par-
ticles will have an opportunity to be selected as the new
species seeds.

If a species exceeds pmax number of particles, the ex-
cess particles will be replaced by randomly generated neu-
tral particles into the search space (see section 3.2.1). Re-
placeWSpecies is not invoked in this implementation.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5.1 Moving Peaks
In this research, the moving peak benchmark (MPB) sce-

nario2 is used to test the improved SPSO. Scenario2 has the
following settings: the search space has 5 dimensions, with
each dimension X = [0, 100]. There are 10 peaks3, with
peak heights varying randomly in the range [30, 70], peak
width varying randomly within [1, 12]. The peaks change
position by a distance of s = 1 in a random direction, in ev-
ery 5000 evaluations. The peak movements are uncorrelated
(the MPB coefficient λ = 0).

5.2 Parameter settings
The standard constriction version of PSO is used. c1 and

c2 were set to 2.05, and χ set to 0.72984. A swarm popula-
tion size of 100 was used. The offline error (as defined in [7])
after 5000 iterations is recoded and used as the performance
measure for each model variant. These results are averaged
over 50 runs with one standard error. In each of the 50
runs, the moving peaks scenario2 will be generated from a
new random seed (using time stamp of the machine). This
means the 50 runs are tested over 50 different scenario2 fit-
ness landscapes produced. For scenario2, a species radius of
30 is used, which is based on Blackwell and Branke’s results
in [4] and also from our preliminary experimental runs.

5.3 Detecting changes
To detect whether a change has occurred, we simply re-

evaluate the recorded �pi positions of the top 5 best species
seeds at each iteration. If any of these 5 re-evaluations is
smaller than its corresponding �pi’s recorded fitness, then a
change is considered to have occurred. If a change is con-
firmed to have occurred, all particles’ �pi are reset to their as-
sociated �xi since these recorded �pi are outdated (see Carlisle
and Dozier’s approach discussed in section 2.2).

6. RESULTS
In this section we summarize the experimental results on

the effect of using varying pmax values, and the adaptability
of the baseline SPSO on scenario2 instances with varying
numbers of peaks. We also provide the results of using the
proposed particle diversification method (SPSO-PD), which
is shown to enhance the SPSO’s adaptability in dynamic
environments.

6.1 Effect of varying pmax

Table 1 shows the results of varying pmax values over
BSPSO and RWS on scenario2 case with 10 peaks. pmax =
10 gives the best result. This can be explained by the fact
that there are 10 peaks, and allocating on average 10 parti-
cles per species is the best setting for covering 10 peaks. A
lower pmax value will cause difficulty in convergence within
each species, and not effectively use the excess particles;
whereas a higher pmax value will cause not having enough
particles to cover all 10 peaks. RWS becomes more effective
than BSPSO in cases where there are more than 10 peaks.

6.2 Effect of varying the number of peaks
Table 2 shows the results of varying the number of peaks

on the scenario2 test case. It can be seen that BSPSO’s

3However, peak numbers are varied in this paper.
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Table 2: Averaged offline errors on scenario2 with
varying number of peaks, using BSPSO and RWS
(pmax = 10).

no. peaks BSPSO RWS
3 3.92(0.32) 3.98(0.22)
5 3.20(0.17) 3.50(0.21)
8 2.91(0.12) 2.89(0.09)
10 3.04(0.13) 3.04(0.09)
12 3.39(0.10) 2.99(0.08)
15 3.54(0.09) 3.09(0.07)
18 4.28(0.12) 3.41(0.09)
50 5.06(0.12) 3.97(0.08)
100 5.38(0.12) 4.07(0.09)
200 5.24(0.13) 3.95(0.06)
500 4.82(0.11) 3.72(0.06)

Table 3: Averaged offline errors on scenario2 with 10
peaks, when varying the particle diversity threshold
δ, using SPSO-PD.

δ SPSO-PD
0.0001 3.13(0.09)
0.005 2.93(0.09)
0.01 2.99(0.09)
0.05 2.15(0.08)
0.1 1.99(0.07)
0.2 1.93(0.06)
0.5 2.29(0.08)
0.8 2.76(0.08)
1.0 2.86(0.09)
1.5 3.33(0.07)
3.0 3.98(0.11)

performance is similar to RWS for cases ranging from 3 to
10 peaks. However, when there are more than 10 peaks,
BSPSO’s performance is considerably worse than RWS. This
shows again that RWS becomes increasingly effective when
larger numbers of peaks are present. It is interesting to note
that the worse results were in the range from 50 to 200 peaks,
but when there are more than 200 peaks, both BSPSO and
RWS in fact reverses its trend of poor performance. Al-
though this is counter-intuitive, it can be explained by the
fact that scenario2 uses a fixed range [0, 100] for variables.
When the fixed range is overcrowded with larger numbers
of peaks, the distances between these peaks will be reduced.
Since SPSO uses a fixed rs, this means there will be a large
number of peaks located within the same species. As a re-
sult, SPSO regains its ability to move particles from lower
to higher peaks.4 Considering that SPSO just has a popula-
tion of 100 particles, and does not have any prior knowledge
about the number of peaks, these results indicate that SPSO
is able to adaptively find and track the optimum most of the
time with more or less consistent results.

6.3 Effect of particle diversification
Table 3 shows the results of using different δ values. The

particle diversification method SPSO-PD performs better
when δ is smaller (i.e., around 0.1), indicating that a good

4This is because SPSO favours fitter peaks over less-fit peaks
(see section 3.1).

Table 4: Averaged offline errors on scenario2 with
varying number of peaks, using SPSO-PD (δ = 0.1).
The 3rd column SPSO-PD* shows the results when
no conversion from quantum particles is allowed.

no. peaks SPSO-PD SPSO-PD*
3 2.41(0.08) 2.58(0.10)
5 1.98(0.05) 2.10(0.07)
8 1.89(0.06) 2.10(0.06)
10 1.98(0.05) 2.10(0.06)
12 2.39(0.08) 2.37(0.06)
15 2.78(0.08) 2.75(0.08)
18 2.94(0.08) 3.04(0.08)
50 3.47(0.06) 3.81(0.10)
100 3.60(0.07) 3.68(0.07)
200 3.47(0.07) 3.43(0.05)
500 3.12(0.04) 3.20(0.05)
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Figure 5: The number of quantum particles gener-
ated during a run of SPSO-PD.

trade-off between convergence and diversification can be reached
at these values. Too much diversification (if δ is high) will be
detrimental to the convergence required in order to locate
a peak; whereas too little diversification (if δ is very low)
will prevent the algorithm from producing quantum clouds
that cover the shift distance before the peaks move, hence
losing the tracking ability. Fig. 5 shows that as the model
approaches the end of a run, the number of quantum parti-
cles increases to just below 50% of the population. This is
because for each converged species SPSO-PD converts 50%
of the generated new particles into neutral particles.

We rerun the experiments in Table 2 on adaptability to
varying number of peaks, but this time SPSO-PD was used.
The results are summarized in Table 4. Comparing with
Table 2, SPSO’s offline errors in Table 4 are dramatically
reduced on all test cases. This clearly demonstrates that
using the particle diversification method can substantially
improve SPSO’s tracking performance in a dynamic envi-
ronment. Table 4 also shows that SPSO-PD is better than
SPSO-PD* (where no conversion from quantum particles is
allowed) for most test cases. This shows that SPSO-PD
with a good balance of neutral and quantum particles is
more effective in deriving better tracking behaviours than
using quantum particles alone.

6.4 Comparison with other works
The self-organizing scouts (SOS) represents a state-of-

art evolutionary algorithm for solving dynamic optimization
problems. The SOS has been tested over a number of dif-
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ferent moving peak scenarios, including scenario2. Since in
this paper the SPSO and the multi-swarm model in [4] use
the same settings for scenario2 as the SOS, it makes sense
to compare SPSO’s performance with those of SOS and the
multi-swarm model. It was reported in [9] that SOS gives
a best offline error of 4.6 on the scenario2 instance with
10 peaks. Even the baseline SPSO results in Table 1 and
2 are better. In [4], a multi-swarm with pre-specified 10
sub-swarms, each comprising of 5 neutral and 5 quantum
particles, was used to track the optimum in the scenairo2
with 10 peaks. The best offline error reported is 2.16(0.06).
In comparison, the best offline error obtained by SPSO-PD
in Table 3 is 1.93(0.06) for 10 peaks.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has focused on a study on the adaptability of

a speciation-based PSO (SPSO) in a dynamic environment.
Two key aspects have been investigated - whether SPSO is
able to adapt to a series of dynamic environments with vary-
ing number of peaks; and how to promote particle diversity
within each species when it is needed. Our results suggest
that SPSO can adapt consistently well on most test cases
(each has a different number of peaks), which have been
considered as a difficulty to existing EAs and PSO models.
In addition, this paper has proposed a particle diversifica-
tion method that can further improve SPSO’s adaptability
in maintaining a good balance between convergence and di-
versity within each species, thereby leading to better optima
tracking behaviours.

There are issues deserving future studies. For example,
finding an appropriate level of balance between the number
of neutral and quantum particles which would be suitable
for different dynamic problem scenarios; identifying the de-
sirable characteristics of an ideal hill-climbing technique for
tracking a peak before and after it has moved. Another
important topic is to further improve the computational ef-
ficiency of the SPSO model.
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